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HTY’s 65th Season
2019-2020 Season • Plays for the Entire Family

The Summer Teen Acting Company
For teens ages 13 and up
Write On! Transforming Reality
If you could re-imagine the world exactly as you want, how might it look, sound or feel? Put yourself in a world of YOUR making and tell the story YOU desire. The endless possibilities lay within your imagination. Be a part of T.A.Co. and be the actor/playwright who Transforms Reality!

For More Information
Call: 839-9885, ext 704
Email: edadmin@htyweb.org
Visit: www.htyweb.org

The ‘Tween Scene
For youth ages 10-12
“Fantastical Realms”
Have you ever imagined living in a world full of Magic? Where trees are alive, animals speak and you control it all? Come jump into a Magical Realm of your making, full of creatures fantastical and amazing. There might be dragons. Maybe wizards? Possibly heroes? You imagine what you will. Join ‘Tween Scene and craft your Fantastical Realm with your creativity!

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peek backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30-3:30pm. Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.

SUMMER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
June 3 - June 28, 2019
Mon - Fri, 8:30am - 12:30pm

Summer Drama Adventure
For children ages 7-9
"Adventures of Sinbad and the Legend of the Seven Seas"
Yo-ho, yo-ho, a pirate’s summer there’ll be! The Goddess of Chaos has stolen The Book of Peace. How will the nobles and a band of thieves ever get the Book back? Will they have to traverse the ends of the earth? What monsters and other creatures might they encounter? If ye dare explore, imagine, and create, come join the Summer Drama Adventure! Set sail on the Seven Creative ‘C’s aboard showmanSHIP and friendSHIP. At Summer Drama Adventure we get our creativity into SHIPshape condition bringing stories to life in performances created by YOU!

PRIMARY PLAYERS: Fall 2019 / Spring 2020
A family-friendly creative theatre experience for children 7-11 years old. Primary Players combines serious fun with building serious performance skills. Children develop creativity and learn to work collaboratively with a dedicated and exciting group of actors. The program culminates with a performance full of surprise and dramatic fun. Visit htyweb.org for more details.

Let’s Go!
PASSPORT to Possibilities

All HTY Performances
are held on the grounds of the Cathedral of St. Andrew, at the corner of Beretania and Alakea St. For complete directions visit us at htyweb.org.

Sensory-Friendly Performance • HTY offers a special 11:00 am sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to special audience members, those with hearing impairment, to those with sensory sensitivities.
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The Summer Teen Acting Company
For teens ages 13 and up
Write On! Transforming Reality
If you could re-imagine the world exactly as you would like, how might it look, sound or feel? Put yourself in a world of YOUR making and tell the story YOU desire. The endless possibilities lie within your imagination. Be a part of T.A.Co. and be the actor/playwright who Transforms Reality!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call: 839-9885, ext 704
Email: edadmin@htyweb.org
Visit: www.htyweb.org

The Tween Scene
For youth ages 10-12
“Fantastical Realms”
Have you ever imagined living in a world full of Magic? Where trees are alive, animals speak and you control it all? Come jump into a Magical Realm of your making, full of creatures fantastical and amazing. There might be dragons. Maybe wizards? Possibly heroes? You imagine what you will. Join ‘Tween Scene and craft your Fantastical Realm with your creativity!

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peek backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30pm to 3:30pm.
Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.

Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special 11:00 am sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our youngest audience members, those with hearing impairment, intellectual on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.

SUMMER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
June 3 - June 28, 2019
Mon - Fri, 8:30am - 12:30pm
Summer Drama Adventure
For children ages 7-9
"Adventures of Sinbad and the Legend of the Seven Seas"
Yo-ho, yo-ho, a pirate’s summer there’ll be! The Goddess of Chaos has stolen The Book of Peace. How will the nobles and a band of thieves ever get the Book back? Will they have to traverse to the ends of the earth? What monsters and other creatures might they encounter? If ye dare explore, imagine, and create, come join the Summer Drama Adventure! Set sail on the Seven Creative ‘C’s aboard showmanship and friendship. At Summer Drama Adventure we get our creativity into shipshape condition bringing stories to life in performances created by YOU!

All HTY Performances
are held in Trinity Theatre on the grounds of the Cathedral of St. Andrew, at the corner of Beretania and Alakea St. For complete directions visit us at htyweb.org.
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PRIMARY PLAYERS: Fall 2019 / Spring 2020
A family-friendly creative theatre experience for children 8-11 years old. Primary Players combines serious fun with building serious performance skills. Children develop creativity and learn to work collaboratively with a dedicated and exciting group of expert performers. The program culminates with a performance full of surprise and dramatic joy. Visit htyweb.org for details.

SUMMER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
June 3 - June 28, 2019
Mon - Fri, 8:30am - 12:30pm
Summer Drama Adventure
For children ages 7-9
"Adventures of Sinbad and the Legend of the Seven Seas"
Yo-ho, yo-ho, a pirate’s summer there’ll be! The Goddess of Chaos has stolen The Book of Peace. How will the nobles and a band of thieves ever get the Book back? Will they have to traverse to the ends of the earth? What monsters and other creatures might they encounter? If ye dare explore, imagine, and create, come join the Summer Drama Adventure! Set sail on the Seven Creative ‘C’s aboard showmanship and friendship. At Summer Drama Adventure we get our creativity into shipshape condition bringing stories to life in performances created by YOU!

PRIMARY PLAYERS: Fall 2019 / Spring 2020
A family-friendly creative theatre experience for children 8-11 years old. Primary Players combines serious fun with building serious performance skills. Children develop creativity and learn to work collaboratively with a dedicated and exciting group of expert performers. The program culminates with a performance full of surprise and dramatic joy. Visit htyweb.org for details.

SUMMER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
June 3 - June 28, 2019
Mon - Fri, 8:30am - 12:30pm
Summer Drama Adventure
For children ages 7-9
"Adventures of Sinbad and the Legend of the Seven Seas"
Yo-ho, yo-ho, a pirate’s summer there’ll be! The Goddess of Chaos has stolen The Book of Peace. How will the nobles and a band of thieves ever get the Book back? Will they have to traverse to the ends of the earth? What monsters and other creatures might they encounter? If ye dare explore, imagine, and create, come join the Summer Drama Adventure! Set sail on the Seven Creative ‘C’s aboard showmanship and friendship. At Summer Drama Adventure we get our creativity into shipshape condition bringing stories to life in performances created by YOU!

All HTY Performances
are held in Trinity Theatre on the grounds of the Cathedral of St. Andrew, at the corner of Beretania and Alakea St. For complete directions visit us at htyweb.org.

Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special 11:00 am sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our youngest audience members, those with hearing impairment, intellectual on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peek backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30pm to 3:30pm.
Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.

Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special 11:00 am sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our youngest audience members, those with hearing impairment, intellectual on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peek backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30pm to 3:30pm.
Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.

Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special 11:00 am sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our youngest audience members, those with hearing impairment, intellectual on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peek backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30pm to 3:30pm.
Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.

Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special 11:00 am sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our youngest audience members, those with hearing impairment, intellectual on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peek backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30pm to 3:30pm.
Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.
Onstage Workshop December 14 @ 2:30pm
Saturdays, December 14, 21 @ 4:30pm
Opens Friday December 6 @7:00pm
would save from a storm. Age 5+
Mellingong discover the things they love the most – the things you ‘love luggage’, Ruthy calls it. Oslo sets out to help the people of leave their homes and they can only take a few important things each:
unfun problem (called a big approaching storm) is forcing everyone to town called Mellingong, on the island of Tasmania. But now a very Oslo Rogers has a very fun mom called Ruthy, and lives in a very fun
by Finegan Kruckemeyer
Artistic Director

Let’s Go!

Eric Johnson

Onstage Workshop January 25 @ 2:30pm
Saturday, February 1 @11:00am Sensory Friendly/ ASL Performance
Saturdays, January 25, February 1, 8 @ 4:30pm
Sunday, January 19 @ 2:00pm
Opens Friday, January 17 @ 7:00pm
journey that will never let you see a rainbow the same way again. Age 5+
emotions we associate with colors come to life in this immersive theatrical
In this entirely original exploration of one of Hawaii’s most important
culture: lessons of persistence, respect and kindness. Introducing music, Language and performance traditions from these cultures this
These tellings of traditional fables from Japan and Okinawa teach
HTY will produce a Hawaiian language and an English language version
Based on the book by Bette Bao Lord. Adapted for the stage by Mark Branner
World Premiere!

Pick Five
______ #  Youth (3-18) x $90  $___________
______ #  Adults (19-59) x $105 $___________
______ #  Senior (60+) x $55  $___________
All Seven
x   $55  $___________

5. Method of Payment
• Check / Money Order payable to: Honolulu Theatre for Youth
• Charge card (Visa, MasterCard)

6. Return Form and Payment to
Honolulu Theatre for Youth Season Tickets
303 Merchant Street, Suite 860
Honolulu, HI 96813
Or, order online at www.htyweb.org
Does your family belong to a trip across the Pacific or around the world? Are you ready to dance along with a k-Pop version of the most popular Korean Shilla, step into Hawaiian history to Tasmania and Japan or journey to the center of a rainbow?

Theatre can be the ultimate travel experience for your family! Like travel, the empathy, curiosity and learning across cultures shapes the kind of people we become. It shapes the kinds of families we are today. Why not push you and your imagination and take a journey with us on our 2019-2020 season.

Please consider seasons tickets for the coming year (more times and days can have a new SUNDAY option) than ever before. A season ticket includes flexible seating choices, free parking, but most importantly makes your season easier to fill with laughter, music, stories and meaningful time together.

Together, we can take your family on an extraordinary journey!

Let’s Go!

Eric Johnson
Artistic Director

1. Contact Information
   • Name ____________________________________________________________
   • Address _________________________________________________________
   • City _______________________________State ________  Zip __________________

2. Choose 5 or 7 Shows
   ❑ A Korean Cinderella
   ❑ Ke Kula Keiki ALI'I
   ❑ The Carp Who Would Not Quit
   ❑ Rainbow
   ❑ The Royal School
   ❑ 'Olelo Hawai'i
   ❑ The Showtyme Showtyme

3. Pick Five Shows
   • Preschool Shows: Sat @11:30am
   • Oct 19
   • Feb 29
   • April 25
   • Aug 24
   • Nov 9
   • Dec 14
   • Jan 25

4. Total Order
   ❑ Adult (18-60): All Seven $500
   ❑ Youth (3-18): All Seven $450
   ❑ Senior (60+): All Seven $450
   ❑ Adult (18-60): Pick Five $350
   ❑ Youth (3-18): Pick Five $300
   ❑ Senior (60+): Pick Five $270
   ❑ On-Stage Workshop $5

5. Method of Payment
   • Please charge my
   ❑ VISA
   ❑ MASTERCARD
   ❑ DISCOVER
   ❑ AMERICAN EXPRESS
   ❑ PAYPAL

6. Return Form and Payment to
   Honolulu Theatre for Youth
   1138 Liholiho St.
   Honolulu, HI 96813

7. For any questions, special needs, or for assistance
   please charge my
   VISA
   MASTERCARD
   DISCOVER
   AMERICAN EXPRESS
   PAYPAL

8. Contact Information
   • PHONE ________________________________________________________
   • EMAIL ________________________________________________________

HONOLULU THEATRE FOR YOUTH’S 2019-2020 SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM
Does your family enjoy a trip across the Pacific or around the world? Are you ready to dance along with a K-Pop version of the most popular Korean folktale, step into Hawaiian history, travel to Japan and Okinawa… or enjoy an immersive exploration of color? Simple science, ancient stories and the rainbow, filmmaker Adam Larsen brings spectacular visuals to the world’s most beloved object of fascination… the rainbow. Age 5+. Let’s Go!

---

Shhhhh

Eric Johnson

Artistic Director

HONOLULU THEATRE FOR YOUTH’S 2019-2020 SEASON TICKET ORDER FORM

1. Contact Information
   - Name ____________________________________________
   - Address ____________________________________________
   - City ____________________________________________
   - Zip ____________________________________________
   - Email ____________________________________________

2. Choose 5 or 7 Shows
   - A Korean Cinderella $45
   - Shhhhh $35
   - Jackie Robinson at Bat in the Year of the Pig $45
   - Love $45
   - Rainbow $45
   - The Carp Who Would Not Quit $45
   - The Royal School $45

2. Choose Your Dates and Times
   - Showtimes you are used to
   - Sensory-Friendly Performance @ 11:00am
   - OnStage Workshop Saturdays @ 4:30pm
   - New this year!
   - Opening Night: Fridays @ 7pm
   - Handling Charge $5.00
   - SUBTOTAL $___________
   - TOTAL AMOUNT DUE $___________

5. Method of Payment
   - Please charge my 
     - VISA
     - MASTERCARD
     - DISCOVER
     - AMERICAN EXPRESS

6. Return Form and Payment to
   - Honolulu Theatre for Youth
   - 545 Washington Street, Suite 200
   - Honolulu, HI 96813
   - Or, order online at www.htyweb.org
The Summer Teen Acting Company
For teens ages 13 and up
Write On! Transforming Reality
If you could re-imagine the world exactly as you would like, how might it look, sound or feel? Put yourself in a world of YOUR making and tell the story YOU desire. The endless possibilities lie within your imagination. Be a part of T.A.Co. and be the actor/playwright who Transforms Reality!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call: 839-9885, ex704
Email: edadmin@htyweb.org
Visit: www.htyweb.org

The ‘Tween Scene
For youth ages 10-12
“Fantastical Realms”
Have you ever imagined living in a world full of Magic? Where trees are alive, animals speak and you control it all? Come jump into a Magical Realm of your making, full of creatures fantastical and amazing. There might be dragons. Maybe wizards? Possibly heroes? You imagine what you will. Join ‘Tween Scene and craft your Fantastical Realm with your creativity!

Try an Onstage Workshop!
These hour-long workshops are thematically connected to the production and give kids a chance to peak backstage, try a bit of performing and directly interact with members of the HTY creative team. Parents are invited to watch the workshop at no charge.
All workshops are from 2:30pm to 3:30pm.
Cost is $10 per child, $5 for season ticket holders.

All HTY Performances
are held in Serenity Theatre on the grounds of the Cathedral of St. Andrew, at the corner of Beretania and Rukuhia St. For complete directions visit us at htyweb.org.
Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special $11.05p, sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our broad audience members, those with hearing impairments, involve limited on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.

SUMMER EDUCATION PROGRAMS
June 3 - June 28, 2019
Mon - Fri, 8:30am - 12:30pm
Summer Drama Adventure
For children ages 7-9
"Adventures of Sinbad and the Legend of the Seven Seas"
Yo-ho, yo-ho, a pirate’s summer there’ll be! The Goddess of Chaos has stolen The Book of Peace. How will the nobles and a band of thieves ever get the Book back? Will they have to traverse to the ends of the earth? What monsters and other creatures might they encounter? If ye dare explore, imagine, and create, come join the Summer Drama Adventure’s Set sail on the Seven Creative ‘C’s aboard showmanship and friendship. At Summer Drama Adventure we get our creativity into shipshape condition bringing stories to life in performances created by YOU!

PRIMARY PLAYERS: Fall 2019 / Spring 2020

OR...an HTY Drama Education Program!
All HTY Performances
are held in Serenity Theatre on the grounds of the Cathedral of St. Andrew, at the corner of Beretania and Rukuhia St. For complete directions visit us at htyweb.org.
Sensory-Friendly Performance – HTY offers a special $11.05p, sensory-friendly performance of many of our shows. These performances are designed to be more accessible to our broad audience members, those with hearing impairments, involve limited on the autism spectrum or to others with sensory sensitivities.
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